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A.

The Hopi Indians of Northeastern Arizona
by

I.

Shirley

Holt

Introduction

The Hopi live in three groups of villages.
Their
atop' a mesa in Northeastern Arizona.
villages.are likely.the oldest continuously

inhabited ones inNorth America (tree-ring
dates'have established occupancy. of Oraibi
since earlY.in.the-12thcentury)-and are
called.Pueblosfrom the .word used by the
The Hopi
Spanish in reference to them.
speak a language related to those. spoken by.the. Indians who.dived in the Great. Basin
area,Of'Utah, Nevada and western COlOrado,
Shoshonean, which. is distantly related to
Aztecan. of Mexico and 'is grouped into a
language family.-- Uto- Aztecan: They are
cultural descendants of. the Anasazi and

Mogolion CultUres known.archaeologically in
the Southwest, among which are the famous
"Cliff Dwellers" of .MeSaNerde and elseWhere. The Spanish.: who encountered them in
the-16th'Century attempted to. establish
MisSioni:among them in the 17th" century.
The Hopi resented the priests' demands and
revolted in 108P, killing all the Spaniards
in the area:' Although attempts were made
to reestablish a mission, these. failed and
the Hopi remained relatively isolated until
after the establishment of'the reservation
by the U.S. government in 1882. The following is a description in the. "ethnographic

present- that is 35 years and more ago
when ethnographers made extensive observations.
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Ecology.

Hopi Environment and

They are maize cultivators, though
their land
Their crops depend upon water from Streams and
springs which run off from the plateau
Direct rainfall
, on which they live.
is insufficient to raise their staple
crops, but small streams drain from the
surface into the floor of their valley
and seepage from underground sources
into springs emerging:just above the
base of the cliffs pr!OVide enough water
to-use in a system of,flopd water farming in-which naturally flooded areas
are modified to a small.extent and
utilized to produce many kinds of corn,
mellons, squash, beans and peaches. 1,
Some of :.the.larger-ibringS are' Used to

supply drinking.water,fer;the villages
and-some,are used"o maintain irrigated
gardens; water from these gardens is
stored in tanks walled by rock or clay,
and some of .the gardens themselves are
,terraced below the.iinkso'that _water .
can be made to flow to them from the I
tank, while otherp located abOve the
tank must be watered by hand, These
small plots zre.used,ta,grpw chile,
.onions, cress, sweet. corn apd vegetable
;

dye plants for coloring cornbread.J
Floods and blown sand.centinually en
of the
danger the crops and m
make
Drinking
cultivable land useless.
water as well as all other supplies must
be carried up to the top of the mesa to
the villages which-are about two hundred
The Hopi do a
feet above the fields.

small amount of hunting, mainly of rabbits
which are taken in commercial hunts and dispatched by boomerangs but formerly of deer
They gath3r tobacco, pinon
and antelope.
nuts, juniper berries, mesquite beans,
prickly pear and other wild foods and useful plants. They raise some livestock,
sheep, donkeys and horses-though in PreColumbian times their only domestic animals
were the turkeys which provided ceremonial
feathers and were pets but were not used as
food, and the'dog. The Hopi do weaving;
formerly cotton was grown for this purpose
but now wool is used. Pottery and baskets
are made by some Hopi. Trading of their
agricultural products and textiles was formerly done to obtain skins, nuts, meat and
baskets from the food-gathering peoples who
lived in the surrounding area and is now
done with American traders for cloth, sugar,
tools.
Turquoise beads have been made by the
Hopi since ancient times and. are still made
although stone axes, knives and arrow points
are no longer made.

II, The Social Structure of the Hopi Family
A.

The Residedce Group

Lineage and Clan

The Hcpi live in a 2-story plastered
"apartment" that has a flat roof of lath,
brush and clay laid over heavy pine beams,
low narrow wooden doors, small windows, a
Owed stone floor on the lower story and
above floors on the upper story.
The rooms
are. about 10 to 12 feet square and are quite
dark, and much of the time people who live
there work on its flat roof, at the hardened
c145, baking oven outside the house, or
elsewhere. Sleeping, eating and working
are done on the upper story of the house,
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while lower story rooms are used for
storage.
Each individual nuclear
family of mother, father and unmarried
children occupy one upper story room
and use another lower story room for
food storage; there is little furniture
in the room save a mud fireplace for
cooking in a corner of the room, water
storage jars in another corner, a low
bench along the wall, and at one end
of the room a three-compartment metate,
or grinding mill of stone. Beds are
blankets or skins spread on the floor.
One nuclear family might live in such
a room.
Through a doorway in the
neighboring rooms live relatives on
the mother's side, as the Hopi are what
the anthropologists call a "matrilineal"
society (relationship is traced through
the female line) who practice "matrilocal residence" (men come to live in
the homes of their wives). A married
woman in Hopi society lives with her
mother and her husband, her sisters,
married and unmarried, and their husbands and children, and her mother's
sisters and their nuclear families, if
any.
(If her mother's mother and/or
her sisters still lives she will be a
part of the residence group also.) The
houses in this society belong to the
mother, and the mother's lineage holds
land and valuable ritual duties and
prerogative also. The father has many
rights within his own matrilineal
lineage which he continues to help
enjoy after marriage; he continues to
help work his mother's and his sister's
lands for them after he marries, although he is also' responsible for
working his wife's land to feed his own
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nuclear family. Each matrilineal lineage
is a part of a.larger group of people who
can no-longer.-trace relationships specifically_but who feel themselveS to be-related.- This kind'Of'group anthropologists
calla clan. The Hopi clans (Rabbit; -Bear,
Sun, etc.) trace their-descent from the
time their ancestors emerged from underground to dwell on the surface of the earth.
The father and mother in each nuclear tamily belong, of course, to a different
lineage and clan; marriage must take place
between people who are considered to'be
unrelated. Both continue to belong. to
their own matrilineal lineage and clan
after marriage. The brothers of the women
of a givenlamily who marry and go to live
with women of other lineages continue to
have very important functions within their
It is one's mother's brothers
own lineages.
who live elsewhere who bring. a child gifts,
give him advice and discipline, and provide
many other important and necessary services
in the lineage.
Family roles:

Mother-Child Relationship.

A child in the Hopi society calls his
own progenitress mother but calls-her sis.7
tens mother also; behavior of all the
mothers of'a Hopi family toward all the
children -- not juSt the ones they physically produced but, toward those' we think of
as nieces and nephews -- can and.does
.correspond to the:following description.
-Within the family it is the mother who owns
the house, furnishings and land and its
agricultural-products; (she has rights of
usufruct over it although it is her lineage
who. is conceived to."own" it ultimately,
Hopi concepts of property are, of course;-.
not just like ours and a proper description
of Hopi conceptions of "ownership" would
1,1
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be too extensive for this paper.) She
passes such rights on to her children;
girls receive houses and land at
marriage and boys continue to have
rights in lineage property throughout
life.
The mother is.responsible for
cooking and feeding her children from.
the.produce of her land which is stored
in the lower rooms of the house. Women
must spend long hours grinding corn at
the metate to make'many dishes the Hopi
enjoy, piki breid, etc. Corn is ground
with "manos," grinding stones held in,.
the hands on-stone metates graded
successively.: S to finehess.
Mothers
care for, the children and for the houte,
its bedding.; clothing, etc.
They fetch
water and may make baskets or pottery-_
to exchange for produce. from.Cother-HOpi
villages or other groups,living nearby
who come to trade.' (Each Hopi village
had _craft specialties among women.)
They gather nuts, 'prickly pear and
other foods and supplies.. from the-area
outside the village. Mothers give
advice to their children- and teach them
skills and,"the Hopi way." They do
this with techniques of encouragement
of proper behavior by verbal and other
kinds'of rewards, and also by threatening children-with what the Kachinas
may.do to, them. The Kachinas are the
beautifully dressed but' frightening
visaged spirit beingswho are ancestors
and also cloud beings who bring-rain.
They perform many beautiful ceremonial
They also-visit the homes of
dances.
everyone., who has children durihg.the

course of one ceremony,. When they
visit the children, they. punish bad
deeds the children have done by whipping
-them, while the children's families beg
them to be easy and assure them of their
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children's good hearts. Children are told.
that the Kachina will take them away.if they
misbehave. If the children have been good,
which.is usually the case, they-pay bring
gifts:'Of.dolls to the girls andthingslike

child inherits i
Fathers act a f
their sons and d
of male skills t

little'wSand
arrows to the boYs (probo

planting, cultiv
They parti
etc.

vided:by members of the child's faMily).
The'Kachinas are really masked and costumed
dancers who are impersonatingthe ancestors;
they are,men of the village who have been
told of the children's -good Or:bad deeds by
members of his family, although they sometimes choose to pUnish a child forsomething
they know he has done even though the child's
faMily wants to protect hiM from punishment.
They have words of praise or admonishment in
addition to gifts and whippings, and the
Children do not learn that they are not
really gods but impersonators until the child
is. initiated into the Kachina cult under pain
of death if the'cults secrets, which include.
the impersonation, are revealed.to anyone
who has not been initiated: Mothers do not
spank or whip or use other physical sanctions'
to-discipline children..They do "send them
to Coventry" -- participate with the rest 'of"
the household in refusing to 'speak or inter act with a child beyond bear necessity in a
case of a serious.
of the Hopi
way.
_

Father-Child Relationship,

:lathers work the children's lineage land
to .help provide for them, Their .own children,-however, do not inherit_ important
'lineage-possessions, land and ritual prero:gatives, from their-fathers,. ATheir sisters'
Children inherit such rights.: For example,
"Chieftainship" of various kinds.. found in
this society is inherited in this way -- it
is a lineage prerogative and a man's sister's
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child inherits it' -- not his own.)
Fathers act as friendly advisors to
their sons and daughters as teachers
of male skills to their sons. They
teach sons the agrcultural arts -planting, cultivating and harvesting,
etc. They participate in teaching
good and bad behavior to children of
both sexes and praise and war, but
never punish.
Fathers choose their
children's ceremonial fathers -,- unrelated men who are chosen to sponsor
a man's children into membership in
the Kachina cult. At initiation the
ceremonial father gives the child
presents. His own father gives him
gifts also..

Husband-wife Relationship:
:Marriage in this society is by choice'
of the 'couple involved with the adVice
and.assent of one's. mother's'brother
and-lineagel'love.and affection. is :. an

impbrtant'ingredieat.. Marriage is
rather brittle, in this society..and:Al-

vorce is quite common; the procedure
for obtaining a divorce merely requires
.a woman to take her husband's personal
belonging's and put them outside the.
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door, in which case he moves back hbme
with hiSbwn mother and sisters.
Children always staywith their. mothers.
Marriage is a virtual necessity for
all adults.- Women must marry:. to obtain
a suit-Of wedding .clothes from their

husband,'whoweaves and makes the
garments. A wife keeps these clothes

until her ded01 shemustbe buried'in
them in order to join her 'ancestors in
the spirit'world. Men weave garments
for othermembers of the family as well.
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A woman cooks and cares for her husband; she
need not; however, entertain his friends in
her home.
(His mother and sisters do that.)
Men work their wives' lands for them, per forming .necessary rituals to make the crops
grow.
They also keep herds of sheep and
other animals which are not possessions of
their wives but are their own to dispose of
as they like.
Maternal Uncle-Child Relationship:

Mother's

Brother.'

Sibling Relation,

Sisters conti
near another thri
and cooperating
many endeavors.
are also expecte
life.
Men can a
with their- siste
death.
Even aft
house guests 'to
mother's and sis
receive., .aid for

One's.mother's brother is responsible for
giving gifts, advice and instructiorii praise
and puniShment for good and bad behavior on
the"part of his ,sister's children. '4fIley in
turn"give him respect and aid. He ii"the
person whc sees to it that his sister's sons
and daughters are brought up right, and it
is up to,him to make lazy youngsters get up
and take'long runs, or take cold dips in
springs, or pour cold water on those childen who like to lie in bed in the mornings,
as well as give advice and admonitions.. He
sometimes brings pets to his nephews and
nieces. He helps his nieces decide on a
He praises work well done by both
husband.
nephews arid nieces as well as good actions
of other.kinds. He is responsible for
helping provide the necessities of his
sisters' household and, helps" to work in
their fields to provide enough food for
If he is the head of the
the family.
lineage and a clan chief he controls ritual
secrets which must be transmitted and performed to further the well being.of the
family, the clan and the village; he will
teach one of his sisters' ions the sacred
lore and duties of his offices so that they
will'be continued.
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Sibling Relationships:.

Sisters continue to /ive with or
near another throgghout life, aidihg
and cooperating with ::one another in
many endeavors. Sisters and brotheiis
are also.expected to be dlasethrou4hout
life.
Men can alWays'retirn to live
with their: sigters. after 'their parents'
death. Even after marriage, they bring

tionship:

Mother's
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house guests to at and gleep at-their
mother's and sisters' homes.' They
receive,aid for ceremonial dut4es from
their sisters.
They OOptinue to help
-sisters with economic necessities,. if
needed.
They visit married sistersoften and have responsibilities, as
already stated, toward their sisters'
children.
Grandparent-Grandchild Relationship:

Grandparents are indulgent toward
grandchildren. They do give advice and
advice from the old one is valued in
this society. They may tell stories
that show the right and wrong way of
doing things, and warn of the dire.
Consequences of acting Kahopi, not Hopi;
such children may sicken, and die and
cause the family's crops to be ruined.
Maternal grandparents are usually members of. the child's residence group
or live nearby and as such are cooperative members of the household.
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Ideal Behavior of the Hopi

Brandt has analyzed the Hopi conception of the "ideal man" (or woman) in
the follOwing terms: The ideal Hopi
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i$ a good.family man who is industrious and
thrifty and who works..to provide material
comforts for his family.; he shows affection
and concern for his children and is cautious.
He is` agreeable in relations with others; he
does not complain or get into disputes or
get angry or act grouchy;he listens to
criticism of himself by Others. He is peaceable and does not.get into fights (especially
physical ones). He is cooperative in the
groups lie belongs to -- his. family and
community enterprises; he must give time,
effort,. obedience and advice to others in
these groups. He must be unselfish and must
be generous with food and: help. He must be
honest and Must pay debts, keep his promises
and respect property rights. He must be
modest, quiet and unobtrusive; he must not
try to be important or ambitious for power
or snobbish. He must be cheerful, manly and
brave; he must not be vengeful, jealous, or
worried., The Hopi think of themselves as
peaceable and value highly the avoidance of
violence and disputes; they seldom engage in
physical violence of any sort, and aggression
of any kind is thought- to be paid .off by
sickness and trouble. The aggressive perscn
who is obviously-ambitiouS, or. who .would get
angry and stick up for hiS rights in a
vigorous .way whem he thinkS someone is taking
advantage of him would probably be approved
of in most groups in American society, but
among.:the Hopi such a person might Well be
accused of being Kahopi
having a bad
heart -- and even of being a witch or sorce..'er, and perhaps of thus causing sickness and
trouble not only to himself but to other
members of his ,family and community.
IV.

A Typical Day

The following is a description of a
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typical day in Old Oraibi, a village
of people on the Third mesa, from the
point of view of two children, Don,
who is almost nine, and Elizabeth, who
is just seven. Don and Elizabeth as
we shall call them live in a two-story
plastered "apartment" that has' .a flat
roof of lath, brush and clay laid over
heavy pine beams, low, narrow wooden
doors, small windows, a paved stone
floor on the lower story and adobe
floors on the upper story. The rooms
in the house are about 10 to' 12 feet
square and are quite dark, and'much of
the time people who live in it work on
the flat roof, at the clay baking oven
outside the house itself, or elsewhere.
Sleeping, eating and working.
are done on the upper story of the
house, while lower story rooms are
used for storage. Each individual nuclear family of mother, father and
unmarried children occupy one room and
use another lower story room for food
storage; there is little furniture in
the room save a mud fireplace for
cooking in a corner of. the room, water
storage jars.in another corner, a low
bench along the wall, and at one end
of the room a three-compartment metate,
or grinding .mill of stone. Beds are
dankets or skins spread on the floor.
One nuclear family might live in such
{Don and Elizabeth.and their
a room.
.father and mother live in such a room.}
Through a doorway in the next rodm'live
their mother's mother and father, their
grandparents,' and on the other side 'of
their grandparents' room live their
mother's sister, her husband and their
children, {Albert, who is about Don's
age and his little sister, Irene, not
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quite two years old.) Their house and its
furnishings and their land belong to their
mother, and their father moved into it with
her when they were married and works her
land to feed his family.

pot of corn s
Each person to
to the supern
begins to dip
fingers into
thence to his

The children, (Don and. Elizabeth), belong
to their mother's family, orTlineage, which
is in turn 'a part of a clan = the Rabbit
clan) - which traces its descent from the
time their ancestors emerged from underground to dwell on the surface of the earth.
Their father belongs to a different lineage
and clan, the Bear clan. Don and Elizabeth's
lineage is made up of their mother, her sister, who Don and Elizabeth call "mother"
also, her children, Albert andIrene, their
grandmother. (their mother's mother} and
their mother's brother, 'their uncle'Lomavitu.
All live together with their grandfather,
their father and mother'S sister's 'husband
who live with them and do'not belong to the
Rabbit clan, except for their mother's
brother, Lomavitu, whp lives elsewhere but
who comes home to visit and eat with them
very often. and who often brings guests to be
entertained at his mother and sister's house.
Their father and his lineage do not belong
to their lineage; his sisters and brothers
are not called by the:Same terms they use
for the'people in.their own lineage, although
their father's sisters bring them gifts and
give .them important services and advice.
At
sunrise Don and Elizabeth and their father
and mother get up to start the-new day.
Their mother makes breakfast of piki, a.
greyish paper-thin bread made by mixing corn
meal and wood ashes and spreading it very
thin over a.hot polished stone to bake, then
rolling it into cylinders, and a hot stew
made of corn and vegetables and 'a little
meat. .After rolling up their blankets, the
family.sits.down on the flooraround the
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pot of corn stew and helpings of piki.
Each person tosses a bit of food aside
to the supernatural beings, and then
begins to dip pieces of piki or his
fingers into the pot of corn stew and
thence to his mouth. Mother tells them
that.for.supper she will be making a
very special favdrite dish
pikani and that Elizabeth May help her.
To
make it they will. chew corn meal thoroughly, allowing the paste to ferment
from tWaction7of the "saliva, and then
mother will bake it into a pudding.

After breakfast Don.and
and his father
leave.to go 0..the.family:s fields,;
which are about 4 miles from the-house,
where' they have been planting Corns and
beans.. Some of these have been first
carefully sprouted in boxes and blessed
with prayers in the kiva,_the.underT.
ground ceremonial chamber where tmportant religious rituals take place and
which n_ o one may enter but male 'members

of the Hopi tribe who have undergone
ceremony initiating them into it. . On
the waY down.the steep trail from the
pueblo to the fields at the bottom of
the mesa, they meet' Crow Wing and his
son; Don's.father has asked CroW Wing
to be Don's ceremonial father. when Don
is initiated into the Kachl;na cult,
and although Crow Wing is not a relative of. Don's, after the ceremony they
will call each other father and son
and will treat each other as such, and
DOn will receive presents from CroW
Wing-as well as from his Own father.
At the bottom of the steep trail they
take off their clothes, a cotton loin
cloth and poncho, to plunge under a
little waterfall made by a spring
bubbling out of the-red sandstone rock
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of the mesa. The morning is a little
chilly, but the four feel refreshed after
their shower bath and go off to their
families' own plots of land to finish
clearing and planting., The Sun Watcher,
a man whose job it is to keep track of
the calendar and the Sun's podition, has
let everyone know it is time for planting
and that the. Summer solstice ceremonies
must be heid'in the Sun's honor. "When
they reach the field, they pass a small
shrine beside their field. Don's father
places pahos, feathered prayer sticks
made and blessed in the kiva on the flat
rock to help keep off sandstorms and make
the crops grow well. Don and his father
find his mother's sister's husband and
his son, Albert, already at work. Don's
father shows him how to plant seeds and
tender shoots in the prepared ground and
tells him how they must be weeded and
'cared for in order that they grow up to
provide their livelihood: rather is
kindly and gentle acid does not''-scold Don
for his mistakes, even when he andAlbert
carelessly trample some of the'seeds and
-shoots in a frieudly scuffle. Don and
Albert worry a little, though', that they
may be punished for this by their mother's
brother, Lomavitu, who visits their house
very often, though he lives with his wife
on the other side of the village; they
know he is coming over to visit- and eat
with. them this very evening with a guest.

At abut noon they all leave the fields
to
hack to the village, pausing to
search the brilliant blue sky for signs
of rain., as they go.
Don and Albert's
fathers will go this afternoon to their
kivas, where men weave cotton clbth on
, looms. suspended'from the ceiling to make
articles of clothing for'their families.
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Here rituals are carried out involving
the whole village, all of which are
necessary to make the crops grow,:the
family lineage and Hopi'village to
prosper. Don's father is going to prepare prayer sticks this afternoon for
the Blue Flute Society to' which he
belongs; the Blue Flutes are responsible
for the summer solstice ceremony honoring the Sun 'which is soon to take place.
Don's father drops in to see his sister
and eats there before going to the
Don and. Albert are going to play
kiva.
They call each other brother
together.

and they almostnever quarrel ortry
to tell each -other what to do unless
asked for advice. They go homelor a
bite to eat, where their grandmother
smilingly gives them some piki. Their
mothers, who are working together, ask
themrto do some errands but they protest.that they have plans for the
afternoon. Their mothers tell them not
to be lazy but to act with a. good
bear--and with a manner 'befitting a
Hopi; and warn'that the Kachinas, the
tall Masked dancing gods who represent
the cldtds'and the Hopi's ancestors,
punish children who do not follow the
Grandmother tells them that
Hopi way.
they are too old to have'water poured
over them and tells them a' story about
the bad things that happehed to a boy
and his'faMily Who acted Kahopi -not Hopi; he-Sickened and died and the
family's crops were ruined by a storm.
The mothers tell' the boys they must
it is they who know
listen 'to.
the: Hopi way :best... Don and Albert

finally agree:tO'put.off the footrace
they- have planned-until 'after they fetch
some water from 'the far off springs in
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the big pottery water jars.

Meanwhileafter.breakfast Elizabeth and
her mother have taken corn out of the
storage room below and have begun the long
task of grinding it on the stone metates
with the manos, or grinding stones held in
Corn is ground successively on
the hand.
the metates graded as to fineness, and the
women of the household spend hours every
day at the task. Mother has brought up a
special kind of corn with red kernels to
make colored piki. Grandmother and mother's
sister, who Elizabeth. calls mother, come in
to prepare the corn.. They bring little
Irene and tell Elizabeth that she must take
Irene outside and care.for her. Elizabeth
puts Irene in a shawl on her back. and goes
outside, even though, she would much rather
stay inside to help prepare the special
dishes for supper. She carries Irene out
to the plaza, and when she begins to
wriggle and kick takes her down to let
her.run'a little. Elizabeth sees her girl
friend Flower who is taking care of her
baby brother, who is strapped to her back;
and they sit down to talk. Elizabeth has
to keep close watch ,.on Irene.
She remembers vividly the time that'she forgot to
watch the-baby and,she had.toddled.off
while. Elilabeth.was.playing.with her friends;
some neighbors'brou0ht Irene home,: Elizabeth had been punished for_this,
Her
mother'S brother Lamaliitu had talked to
her fora long time and had told her how
she.ought toicarefor her sisters, and
that if .she did not; no one would care for
her, and that she would have to eat by
herself.until she was'ilt.tO be a part of
the .family.
No one tad' spOXen to her
after that for ten days, not even, her grandmother whom:she loVses"to sleep with when
her grandfather is away; when mealtime carte
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they sadly gave her a plate away from
the rest. She remembers it all very
sadly and now keeps a close watch on
her sister Irene and thinks about how
Irene will then help her in return.
Flower has brought along a lovely
Kachina doll which was given her as a
present by a Kachina a few months before at a ceremony when the Kachinas
visit the homes of everyone who has
children. The children believe that
the beautifully dressed Kachinas are
the spirits of their ancestors who are
also cloud beings who can bring rain.
They perform many k%.autiful ceremonial
dances.
When they visit the children,
they punish bad deeds the Children
have done by whipping them, while,the
children's families beg them to be
easy and assure them of their children's
good hearts.
Children are told that the
Kachina will take them away if they misbehave.
If children have been good,
which is usually the case, they may
bring gifts of dolls to the girls' and
things like little bows and arrows to
the boys. The Kachinas are really
masked And costumed dancers who are
impersonating the ancestors; they are
men Of the villagewho are told of,the
child's good Or bad,deeds by members
of hisjfamily, although. sometimes they
chOose to punish a child. for something
they know he has done even though the
child's family wants.to protect him
from pUnishment.
They have words of
praise or admonishment in addition to
gifts and whippings,and the children do
not'learn that they are not' really gods
but impersonators until the child is
initiated in the Kachina cult under pain
of death if the cult's secrets, which
include the impersonation, are revealed
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to anyone who has not been initiated.
Elizabeth thinks about the Kachina doll
she received at the Kachina's last visit.
She had been afraid even to look at the
giant Kachinas, some of whom make fierce
noises and brandish knives. Her family
had stood behind her and told them of
her good qualities, how she helped in
the household, did things for her.
brothers and sisters, and other family
members, how .she ShoWed good manners to
all and did not make trouble or behave
selfishly but had a good heart. The
Kachina had given her a doll this time.
Once the Kachinas had threatened to take
Don had shown a bad heart and had
Don.
fought with another boy over some stilts
they had made; his parents tried to
defend him from the Kachina and had
offered a gift of birds and mice which
Dcm, had caught to ransom him.

When the sun is very high Elizabeth
says goodbye to her friendand takes
Trene.home on .her back.
The air is very
warm now outdoots but the thick, walls of
the hoUse keep.it.quite cool. -Elizabeth's
family doesn't, cook hot.meals at noon; she
and Irene. come in for something to eat and
mother gives them somecold corn mush and
some pinon.nuts as a treat. The'baby
takes a nap and.Elizabeth helps sweep out
the house. Later she picks up a toy
baeket she has been making and asks her
Mothers.to:help her.get.the design just
right.
They show her patiently how to
get the reeds.woven tightly and evenly.
They are_good basket makers, and their
baSkets. are usedforhOlding'cOrnmeals. and
Other foods;.they sometimes exchange their
baskets for pottery made on First Mesa or
for other things they need.
.
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At supper time the fathers and
grandfather come home from the kivas,
the brothers come home from running
practice, and their mother's brother
comes with his guest, a man from
another Hopi village, from whom he
has bought some sheep. They sit down
and the women serve the colored breads,
the pikani and other dainties made of
sweetened corn meal along with some
mutton stew. The older people ask the
guest, Yokioma,- of news of relatives
that live in his village.
They are
sad to learn that the child of grandmother's sister's son Otto, who married
a girl from Yokioma's village has just
died shortly after birth, and Yokioma
says many people, including the family
of Otto's wife, say'that Otto is a
witch, a powaku, or two-heart, who
causes his children to die because of
malice-and envy, because this child is
the fourth one to have been born to
Otto's wife and die. Grandmother says
it i q Ottols_wife_whose_heart_is_T?t____
good, and that she does not do what
she should for Otto, that she is lazy
and stingy, and that she trapped Otto
into marrying her to get a set of
wedding clothes from her husband to
journey to the afterlife in. Lomavltu
says that bad hearts make children die.
The children have great respect fortheir mother's brother. It is he .who
as the head of the lineage and as a
clan chief controls ritual secrets
which must be transmitted and performed
to further the well being of the family,
the clan and the village. Some day
one of his sisters' sons will take over
his ritual offices and will have to
learn the sacred lore from him. He is
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the person who sees to it that his sisters'
sons and daughters are brought up right,
and it is up to him to make lazy youngsters
get up and take long runs, or take cold
dips in springs, or pour cold water on
those children who like to lie in bed in
the mornings, as well as to give advice and
admonitions.
He will someday help Elizabeth.decide on a husband. He sometimes
brings pets or other presents to his
nephews and nieces. Today Lomavitu scolds
Don and Albert for being careless in
planting,'but praises them for being diligent workers and good children and.for
having:good manners and not being'saucy;
he praises Elizabeth for being a.good corn
grinder. Mother shows him the :baSket she'
has made and uncle smiles in approval.
He is responsible for helping to provide
the necessities of'Don and Elizabeth's
household, and helps to work in his
mother's and sisters' fields to provide
enough food for their family; he is glad
to see Don and Albert are becoming good
workers, as grandfather is getting too old

--todemuohofvthe

wife's family is growing larger and must
support a widowed sister and her,family.
After the meal the.uncle goes hathe and the.
guest is put up in grandmothek's room.
The family brings out their blankets and
goes to sleep after the Supper things have
been put away.
V.

Changes in Hopi Life

Nowadays many Hopi, families and households do things differently from the way
their forebears did them. Many girls prefer to move into their own houses away from
their mothers, and some even go'to their
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husbands' villages to live. The husband helps to provide the house.
Usually the girl's lands are still
utilized, but now many Hopi work for
wages off the reservation. When the
house of the family is removed to some
distance away from the mother and
sisters of.the girl there are not so
many people to help her take care of
children and to do housework and cookingt.although many now prefer to be
more independent.
The children see
their relatives less often, and the
duties ad:responsibilities between
them have lessened in practice, if not
in ideals, Children now go to school,
which has taken on some of the function
of teaching and socializing the child.
The Hopi now have other ways of making
a living. besides working family. lands,

although still persons in need are
taken,care.of by members of their
families.
Some-Hopi are Christians,
so the family does not.provide-for
those individuals such an important
share of supernatural power as it does
non-Christian Hopi.

;

Not all of the material in. this paper
is necessarily material that should be
taughtto children.' Nevertheless the
teacher should know these things and
should enlarge her knowledge by reading
in the accurate sources on the Hopi as
well.

From the preceding paper children
can be taught many concepts relating to
the environment in whioh the Hopi live,
the state in which their villages are
located, the desert, climate of the
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region and salient aspects of its topography such as mesa, canyon, mountain, etc.,
which are striking and in colorful contrast
with other areas of the U.S. The aridity
of the climate and the kinds of water sources
the Hopi must depend upon could be taught
in some detail. It could be pointed out
that one of the reasons the Hopi live atop
the mesas is the existence of a permanent
water supply there; the springs and streams
do not completely dry up for,a part of the
year as many of the intermittent streams or
washes of the area do. The uses the Hopi
make of the desert floor, the nearby mountains, etc. might be-discussed to enlarge
knowledge of the characteristics of these
features.
.,

The teacher might well develop the fact
that Oraibi is the oldest continuously
inhabited village in the United States and
that the Hopi and other modern pueblos are
cultural descendants of the Anasazi and
Mogollon peoples made-known to us by.

---archaeologime of the well preserved
ruins in the South West of the. ."pliff
o
Dwellers" such as Mesa Verde, once
occupied
by Anasazi peoples, are of course often
visited by .tourists and represent villages
once inhabited by people with cultures
similar to Hopi. These facts present
interesting opportunities to develop a
sense of history and perhaps to present
some interesting number facts to children.

In introducing material on the Hopi
family the teacher will, of course, em'ichasiie the fact.that the family is a
-cultural universal and that as a basic group
it is found in all societies. The Hopi
offer an interesting contrast, however, in
the way their family is structured compared
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to families in most of American society.
Some basic facts about Hopi structure
will be taught to show how this is so;
it will probably be unnecessary to
discuss at this stage concepts such as
lineage and clan, though the teacher
should certainly understand them. The
Hopi residence group can be shown in
detail, and in discussing several
aspects of Hopi life - material on roles
of family members in regard to getting
a living, everyday tasks and socialization techniques - these differences
in structuring can be emphasized a
It can be pointed out
number of times.
that the things that Hopi families and
our families do in common are often
done by different people in two societies.
Family functions that are similar.,
should be pointed out - protection for
the young, affection between members,
teachihg for the young, provision of
shelter, food and clothing, etc. However,±12S_teacher, can_prrint,,ut that
the peoplethat do the necessary tasks
in the faMily, while sometimes like
ours, may'be quite different. The Hopi
father helps provide clothing by producing the raw materials used and by
actually weaving and making garments
for family members, while in our society
fathers usually help provide clothing
by earning money on a job to buy it
.at a store ready made or by buying
material for mother to make it. one's
mother and sisters, .and her Mother are
all responsible for helping to grind
and prepare corn and to cook food for
a child among the Hopi; in our society
this is usually the responsibility of
his own mother. The teacher should

point out that the family among the Hopi has
many more functions than our families have.
It must produce and process almost everything it needs, rather than relying on buying things to obtain many necessities. Thus,
providing food, shelter, etc. to the Hopi
family is quite a different kind of problem
than it is to us.
(Such a discussion can
pave the way to later materials in the
curriculum which emphasize the concepts of
The
specialization and division of labor.)
fact that all families in all societies delegate different responsibilities and rights
to different family members on principles of
age and sex can easily emerge at this level
in discussing work roles of family members
and roles in socialization in the Hopi
family compared to our own. The function
of teaching the young adult work roles was
the family's among the Hopi, while of course,
in our society children must go to school to
prepare for adult work.

t

The teacher will be presenting material
on the universality of normative rules and
-values in human society-in dealing with the
materials used to illustrate that in all
societies people are expected to behave in
certain ways and not to behave in other
ways and to believe that certain things are
good and certain things are bad.
In doing
so she can again point out some differences
in family structure between Hopi and our
society in showing some of the responsibilities of the mother's brother and the
Kachinas who punish and reward children
can pave the way for later more systematic
presentation in the curriculum of concepts
of authority and law in the context of the
community and larger political entities.
(In some school situations it may be desirable to enlarge considerably on this
,
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section of the unit.)
Presentation
of material on the Hopi conception of
the "ideal person" can of course point
up our own conceptions of the "ideal
person" and provide a learning experience for the child of our own cultural
ideals.
The differences between our
conception of ideal behavior and the
Hopi ideal behavior can be pointed out,
providing the teacher does not idealize
Hopi behavior in this respect too much
(as Americans are sometimes prone to
do) by leaving out all mention of the
very powerful and frightening sanctions
in Hopi society which so effectively
make the Hopi act so non-violently and
peaceably,

It would doubtless be well to keep
in mind in teaching this unit as in
teaching others, that from our point of
view other cultures have good points and
bad ones and that although much in human
behavior is shared there reamains significant and real differences between
groups.
One cannot and should n-Dtteach--children to value all behavior of other
all cultures, including our
groups
own, must and do remain ethnocentric in
approving and disapproving behavior.
Behavior of the Hopi or any other group
which our society would value negatively,
such as lack of sanitary precautions
which are accompanied by a large death
rate for children and mothers in childbirth, etc., or perhaps lack of opportunity to make choices in one's work,
residence, associates, etc., probably
should not be glossed over completely.
;

behave in other
.t certain things are
s are bad. In doing
out some differences
tween Hopi and our
e of the responsibilbrother and the
d reward children
ater more systematic
rriculum of concepts
n the context of the
olitical entities.
ions it may be desiderably on this
,
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"The Hopi and Yuma: Flood farmers in the North American De
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New York, 1934. Paperback Edition.

This is in excellent description of Hopi agr
environment; it is short and applies to the
"The Hopi of Arizona," C. XII of Our Primitive Contemporari
Co.,'New York, 1934,

.

.A brief: ethnographic description of Hopi lif
present" - that is, the latter 19th century
noted down their way of life; of course, the
This is an excellent s
fications since then.
the Hopi.

Old Oraibi, a' Study Of. the Hopi Indians of the Third Mesa, k
Peabody Museum of American Ardhaeology and Ethnology, Ha
Mass., 22, #1, 1944.

This is a classic.getailed ethnography of th
the Hopi of, the eaely 1930's.
"Hopi Ethics," Richard B. Brandt, in Exploring the Ways of
ed., Holt, Rinehart, Winston, New York, 1960.

A succinct three page selection from a book
U. of Chicago, 1954, summing up the Hopi con
The Hopi Way, Laura Thompson' and Alice Joseph, Chicago, 194

This'book deals with socialization and perso
the Hopi; it applies to conditions in 'the la
"The Matrilineal Hopi," in The Family in Various Cultures,
J. B. Lippincott, Chicago, Philadelphia and New York, Pr
A shoft resume on the Hopi family.
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load farmers in the North American Desert," Ch. XII of Habitat,
, C. Daryll Forde, Methuen and Co. Ltd., London, Ep. P. Dutton,
perback Edition.
an excellent description of Hopi agriculture and use of
ment; it is short and applies to the period of the early 30's.

C. XII of Our Primitive Contemporaries, G. P. Murdock, MacMillan
ethnographic description of Hopi life
the "ethnographic
- that is, the latter 19th century when ethnographers first
own their way of life; of course, there have been many modi
ns since then. This is an excellent short introduction to
"

i.

theHo i Indians of the Third Mesa, Mischa Titiev, Papers of the
erican Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University, Cambridge,
a classic detailed ethnography of the social structure of
i of the early 1930's.
B. Brandt, in Exploring the Ways of Mankind, Walter Goldschmidt,
, Winston, New York, 1960.
inct three page selection from a book by Brandt, Hopi Ethics,
Chicago, 1954, summing up the Hopi conception of an ideal man.
hompson.and Alice Joseph, Chicago, 1944.

ook deals with socialization and personality formation.among
pi;. it applies to conditions in'the late 1930's and early 40's.
," in The Family in Various Cultures, Queen, Habensteain and Adams,
Chicago, Philadelphia and New York, PreCeptor Edition, 1961.
t resume on the Hopi family.
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OBJECTIVES
This unit should make progress toward developing the followin
CONCEPTS

Learned behavior patterns; norms
and values; diversity; uniqueness;
universals (including psychic unity
of mankind); cultural use of environment; change.

Culture:

b.

Famil
they
out f

c.

The k
permi
from
In so
not p

Social Organization: Roles;division of
responsibilities and labor; functions.

Social Process:

Socialization.
6.

Location:
Site:

Position; situation; site.

Desert; mesa; plateau; cliff; canyon;
streams; spring; irrigation.

Although
one soci
group to
and over
tions are
families.

GENERALIZATIONS
1.

Things can be located at specific
points on the earth's surface.

2.

Places can be located in relationship
to where we live in terms of their
direction from us.

3.

No two places are exactly alike.
Each
place looks somewhat different from
other places.

4.

Man changes the character of the earth.

5.

Every society has a somewhat different
way of living in families.
a.

All people have certain basic
drives, although they satisfy
them differently.
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7.

In order
families
and right
role beEl
on the ba

8.

Ways of 1
learned.
a.

Withi
paren
direc
into
These
taugh
sanct

b.

In al
expec
ways

OBJECTIVES

toward developing the following:

terns; norms
y; uniqueness;
g psychic unity
1 use of en-

b.

Families differ as to the way
they are organized to carry
out functions.

c.

The kind and amount of conflict
permitted in the family varies
from one culture to another.
In some cultures children are
not permitted to fight one

ivision of
labor; func-

v""----"---another.and do not fight.

;

6.

Although family functions vary from
one society to another, from one
group to another within a society,
and over time, a number of functions are of importance in many
families.

7.

In order to achieve their purposes,
families delegate responsibilities

site.

cliff; canyon;

specific
ace,

.

----------and-zightsbeyassian certain
role behaviors to family members
on the basis of age and sex.

relationship
of their
8.

Ways of living in families are
learned.

alike. Each
Brent from

a.

Within the primary family group,
parents and other relatives
direct expectations organized
into roles toward the child.
These role expectations are
taught by positive and negative
sanctions.

b.

In all societies people are
expected to behave in certain
ways and to believe that

of the earth.

hat different

in basic
satisfy

2 -

certain things are good or bad.
.

Has

Although the culture is always changing,
tain parts or elements may persist
over long periods of time.
a.

Kno
Noti
ship

Families in the same country differ
frome one period to another.

2.

Iden
by k
alwa
alwa

SKILLS

The broad skill category toward which
teaching is ultimately directed is underlined; the specific aspects of the skill
or the understandings needed to learn the
skill are in plain type.

Reco
wate
Inte
in t

Attacks problems in rational manner.
1.

Sets.up hypotheses.

2.

Tests hypotheses against data.

Loca
glob
3.

Visu
own

4.

Has
time

Gathering Information.
1.

Gains-information by observing the
world around him.

2.

Gains information by studying
pictures.

3.

Gains information by listening.

Inte

Diff
pres

ATTITUDES
Organizing Data
1.

Categorizes data.

2.

Generalizes from data.

1.

Is curio
human be

2.

Apprecia
contribu

3.

Accepts
a means
not equa

Georaphic Skills

33

2

bad.

1.

Has sense of direction.
Knows cardinal. direCtions.

s changing,
persist

Notices directions in relationship to home town or state.
try differ
er.

2.

Interprets maps and globes.

Identifies.directions on globe
by knowing that north pole. is
alwattt'tt)rth and south pole is
always south;

d which
s undere skill
earn the

Recognizes symbols for land and
water.

Interprets color layer symbols
in terms of map legend.

er.

Locates places onmaps.and
globes.
data.

rving the

3.

Visualizes a generalized map of
own state.

4.

Has a sense of the passage of
time.

Differentiates between past,
present, and future.

ying
ening.

ATTITUDES
1.

Is curious about social' data ,and
human behavior..

_

2.

Appreciates and respects the cultural
contributions of others.

3.

Accepts change as inevitable .nd as
a means of achieving goals but does
not equate change with progress.

- 3 -

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

OBJECTIVES
1.

.

The Hopi town of Oraibi i s located in northern
Arizona.
A.

Oraibi is the oldest inhabited town in the
United States; it is 800 years old.

B.

Oraibi is located in northern Arizona.

Has a sense of the_passage
of time.
(Differentiates
between past, present, and
future.)

Recognizes symbols for land
and water on maps and globe.

.

Identifies directions on
globe by knowing that
north pole is'always north
and south pole is always
south.

.

Things can be located at
specific points on the
earth's surface.
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TEACHING STRATEGIES
Do you have any idea where the oldest town in
the U.S. is? Allow time for guesses and brief discussion of reasons for answers given.

1.

Ask:

2.

Tell class
Show pictures of Hopi village of Oraibi.
that people were living here almost 1000 years ago.
(Briefly elaborate with comments as "this was long
before your grandparents, or even your great-grandlong' before George Washington
parents were born
was born - even long before Christopher Columbus
was born. Don't try to develop precise time conStart a bulletin board picture
cept at this time.)
displays.

3.

If
Introduce land and water masses on globe.
necessary, refer back to The Earth: Home of
People.

4.

Review cardinal directions.

5.

Ask:

6.

Ask if anyone knows where Arizona is located.
Locate on both wall map and globe.

Does anyone know where the Hopi Indians live?
Does anyone know how we might get to Oraibi from
here? Use simplified wall map of the United
States to identify Massachusetts.

36
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ACHING STRATEGIES

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

ave any idea where the oldest town in
Allow time for guesses and brief dissons for answers given.
of Hopi village of Oraibi. Tell class
ere living here almost 1000 years ago.
orate with comments as "this was long
randparents, or even your great-grandborn - long'before George Washington
en long before Christopher Columbus
n't try to develop precise time conStart a bulletin board picture
time.)

Transparency of Oraibi

d and water masses on globe.
If
fer back to The Earth: Home of

Globe

Rice, The Hopi, pp. 1-5.
Study prints: The Hopi
Indians, Smithsonian
Institue and U.S. Bureau
of Indian'Affairs.

Studyprints: The Earth:
Home of People, Silver
Burdett.

al directions.

one know where the Hopi Indians live?
now how we might get to Oraibi from
glified wall map of the United
ntify Massachusetts.

Large wall map of U.S.

knows where Arizona is located.
h wall map and globe.

Large wall map of U.S.
Globe

37

5

S.

Visualizes a generalized
map of own state.

S.

Locates places on maps and
globes.

G.

C.

Places can be located in
relationship to where we
live in terms of their
direction from us.
Has a sense of direction
(notices directions in relationship to own town or..;
state.)

S.

Sets up hypotheses.

A.

IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL
DATA AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR.

38

Oraibi can be located in terms of its
direction from children's own state.

- 6 -

7.

Show children cut-out (silhouette) map of Massachusetts
made out of cardboard to match wall,map of U.S. Have
.childrentry_fitting iti over.their own state on the-,:.
wall map. MiX up five or six other state cut-outs and
see if they can recognize their own state.

Cut-out maps of own
state and 5 or 6
other states.

8.

Find approximate location of own state on large,
(Perhaps a small "toothpick flag"
Primary globe.
stuck in clay could be used as an identification
Review cardinal directions by asking chilmarker.)
dren tomdrk'shortest way to go to Arizona from own
Note which direction we go, where other
-state.
Emphasize
cardinal points would be. .Repeat with map.
the south on either representation means towards the
South pole, north towards the North pole.

Primary globe

9.

10.

What do we know about Indians? Can we make
any guesses about how these Indians lived hundreds of
years ago? Where they got their food and clothing?
How they behaved? Make large experience chart listing
these ideas.
Label it "This is What We Think Now."
(Save for future comparison at completion of unit.)
An audiotape recording of the children's comments*
might be used instead.
Ask:

Discuss audiotape or chart and children's ideas.
Question a few children on the source of their information.
Emphasize that some guessed, some simply don't
know where they got. their ideas from, etc. Ask:. Are
there better.ways.t0 find out how the Hopi lived than
gueSsin0. 'How could we learn about the Hopi who
still live in Oraibi now?
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Map of U.S.

S.

serving the world around

Oraibi is
looks diff

him.

children ,1

D.

Gains information by _22117

E.

S.

1.

Animal
prairi
lizard
squirr

2.

Desert
junipe

Elevation
sea level.

Gains information by studying.
pictures.

Understand concepts of mesa,
cliff, mountain, desert, and
canyon.
G.

No two places are exactly alike.
Each place looks somewhat
different from other places.

S.

Interprets color layer symbols
in terms of map leciend.

G.

Although family functions
vary from one society to
another, from one group
to another win a society,
and over time, a number of
functions are of importance
in many families.

40

11.

The Hopi fami
families has
A.

The Hopi
affection
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D.

ob-,.

ound

E.

Oraibi is located in a desert region which
looks different from the place in which the
children live.
1.

Animals in this desert include burros,
prairie dogs, coyotes, rabbits, snakes,
lizards, roadrunners, eagles, and
squirrels.

2.

Desert plants include cactus, yuccas,
juniper trees, and cottonwood trees.

Elevation varies from 5,000-6,800 feet above
sea level.

stud in
of mesa,
sert, and
actly alike.
ewhat
r places.

yer s

bols

ctions
ty to
roup
ciety,
mber of
portance

11.

The Hopi family is matrilineal and like other
families has a number of functions.
A.

The Hopi family provides protection and
affection for' the young.

41
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11.

12.

t

Take children for walk in area of school.
Note "lay of land." Ask children to draw
pictures of our state -- emphasizing the
natural environment, not man-made strucIf this is not successful,
tures, etc.
have children bring in pictures, slides,
etc., of our state. Make chart entitled
"How the Land Looks in Our State." Try
to have children generalize about state.
Encourage statements such as "We have
lots of green things. We.have many
forests. There are no high mountains.
We have beautiful lakes and rivers," etc.
Point out
Show pictures of Hopi country.
animals and plants found in deserts. Discuss terms "cliff," "mountain," "desert,"
Begin bulletin
"canyon," "mesa" in particular.
board, "How the Land Looks in Hopi Country."
1..6k children to bring in other pictures they
may have or have them look through library
Discuss how pictures
books to find pictures.
make you "feel." Have children begin individual picture dictionaries of site words, add
Comothers such as adobe, pueblo, etc. later.
What
state.
pare Hopi pictures with our own
are the main differences (or similarities)?

13.

Give each child time to see and touch a relief
Note green color representing our state;
map.
brown and yellow of Hopi land. Discuss reasons
for making the'map high in places, flat in
others. Relate to colors in map legend.

14.

Project the film Villages in the Sky to sho.,
children the site on which this village of
It might be desirable to show
Oraibi stands.
only the first part of this film or to project
it without the audio.

15.

Begin a wall mural of 1.1- desert and a Hopi
village. Ha,,-.1 class add features to it as the
study progres, 's.

4!),
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r walk in area of school.
d." Ask children to draw
state -- emphasizing the
ent, not man-made structhis is not successful,
ing in pictures, slides,
Make chart entitled
te.
oks in Our State." Try
generalize about state.
ents such as "We have
ings.
We have many
are no high mountains.
1 lakes and rivers," etc.
f Hopi country. Point out
nts found in deserts. Disff," "mountain," "desert,"
"
in particular. Begin bulletin
Land Looks in Hopi Country."
bring in other pictures they
e them look through library
ictures. Discuss how pictures
Have children begin indivictionaries of site words, add
adobe, pueblo, etc. later. Comres with our own state. What
fferences (or similarities)?

Study prints: Map Symbols and
Geographic Terms Charts,
A. J. Nystrom Co.

time to see and touch a relief
n color representing our state;
w of Hopi land. Discuss reasons
map high in places., flat in
to colors in map legend.

Raised relief map of U.S.

m Villages in the Sky to show
te on which this village of
It might be desirable to show
part of this film or to project

Film: Villages in the Sky,
Modern Learning Aids.

Butterfield and Brown, Morning
Star, pp. 8-13.
Filmstrip: The Living Desert,
Encyclopedia Britannica.

Rice, The Hopi, pp. 2-3.

audio.

ural of
desert and a Hopi
class add features to it as the
's.
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G.

Families differ as to the
way they are organized to
carry out their functions.

44

B.

The Hopi fa
goes to liv
wife's gran

o the
ed to
tions.

B.

The Hopi family is matrilineal. The husLand
goes td live with his wife's parents. The
wife's grandparents live with the family.

- 10

.7

6.

Show pictures of a newborn baby. Ask: Why do
babies need families? What do people in your
family do for babies? Why can't babies do these
things for themselves? Do you suppose Hopi
babies would need the same things done for them?
Which? Why? What can we say about babies and
families?

Slides: Hopi babies and
young children.

7

Ask children to draw pictures of "the people who
live with you." Have them be as specific as
possible (perhaps parents can help) by labelling
each picture as "my father, my father's brothers,
my mother's mother," etc. rather than merely
"grandmother," etc.
Read The Sky Was Blue and
They Were Strong and Good. With an overhead
transparency copy of the "Family Structure" sheet',
fill it in using the characters cited in the book
or your own family.
(This will provide children
a model to follow.)
Now give each child the
"Family Structure" sheet to take home.
Explain that
if they do not know some of their grandparents, they
may color from a description or a photograph. When
they haVe finished coloring the faces and writing in
the firSt and last naMes,:-the sheets are to be
brought back to the room and shared.
Each child
will then "introduce" his family, using terms
"Mothers' Mother, Mother's Father," etc. Make
bulletin board display. Generalize by asking children, "What can we say about our families?" If
very few relatives (or others) live with children,
show pictures of newly married couple,.
Ask where
they think this couple will go to live.
Where do
most newly married couples go to live?
(Usually
go out on, their own -- do not as a rule go to live
with wife's parents.)

Zolotow, The Sky Was Blue.

.

Begin on-going project. Each child should make a
booklet entitled "My Home and My Family." The
booklet should include data concerning family members, type of house, favorite foods, family rules,
It can be extended gradually.
etc.
It should be
used as a point of reference as child studies other
families during year.

Lawson, They Were Strong
and Good.
See Appendix, for "Family
Structure" sheet.

- it -

AIL seople have certain
basic drives, aLthough
they satiafy then
differently.

cat1212Ellit-1 data.

C.

Cksx ftmilies of tcday and the Mopi fealties
both need sane kind of shelter.

-12 He may illustrate with drawings, bring in snapshots, etc. Family trees may be included, too.
Introduce Hopi family of long ago by showing
pictures of
Hopi mother and father,
older'daughter,
younger daughter,
son,

mother's mother (grandmother),
her husband (grandfather),
mother's sister's family.

Emphasize that all live in adjoining rooms in
same part of their pueblo.
20.

Tell about a young Hopi couple who is about to
be married. They will live with wife's parents.
If we live in a Hopi tribe, where would
Ask:
each of us live? Would you still live where
you do? Can you think of any reasons why the
Hopi might like to live this way?

21.

Ask children to draw pictures of things our
families 'need ih order to live -- things we
couldn't do without. List on board or chart,
or label each drawing with a magic marker and
make a class book to be kept for reference. Have
children help categorize (food, clothing, shelter.,
recreation, etc.).
This might be used effectively in a team learning arrangement.
Ask: Do you think the Hopi needed any of these
things, too? Which ones? Why?

48

Use slides and selected
frames from filmstrips.
See baCkground,paper by
Shirley Holt.
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S.

Gains information by listening.

1..

Hopi families lived
pueblos usually loc

S.

Gains information by studying
pictures.

2.

The Hopi house is u
stone house with a
wooden doors, small
about 10 x 12 feet

S.

Generalizes from data.

S.

Categorizes data.

.

The Hopi have littl
mud fireplaces for
jars, a low bench o
Bed
grinding mill.

or skins swead on
S.

Gains information _by studying
Pictures.

S.

Generalizes from data.

43

r.

- 13 1.

Hopi families lived in villages called
pueblos usually located atop a mesa.

2.

The Hopi house is usually a two-story
stone house with a flat roof, low narrow
wooden doors, small windows. Rooms are
about 10 x 12 feet square.

3.

usuallyThe Hopi have little furniture
-mud fireplaceS for cooking, water storage
jars, 'ialowbenchor twoi_and a:Stone
Beds are single blankets
grinding mill.
or skins spread on floor.

J0
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22.

.

23.

Read pages 22-28 in A Day in Oraibi. Have children
listen carefully for things out-of which Hopi
houses are made. List on experience chart. Make
another list of things used in making our houses.
Compare charts looking for similarities and
Show pictures of Hopi houses. Ask:
differences.
Why did Hopi build their houses on the tops of
high mesas? Why do you suppose they used adobe,
pine, etc? What problems might there be for
people who live high up on the top of mesas as the
Hopi did?

Butterfie
Morning

You may also wish to read parts of Little Thorn
aloud to the class.

Study pr
Smiths
Bureau

Have children make an adobe house.

Tunis, I

James, A
A Hopi
Filmstrip
from se
Southwe
Jean, Li

See appe
buildi
24.

25.

Ask children to draw pictures of the kinds of furniture, utensils, etc. we use in our homes. Categorize.
Perhaps an exhibit of furniture could be put
together by.asking the girlb to bring 'in (1611 furniture, etc. Children. might Also cut out pictures of
'a variety of items from magazines. These might be
mounted in a bulletin board display labeled "Things
We Use in Our Homes."
Now-show a picture of the-interior of a Hopi home.
Compare with interiors of own home. Summarize by
making two charts entitled "How Hopi Homes Arm the
Same as Ours." "How Hopi Homes Are Diff _ent From
Ours."

Rice, Th
Stirling
Americ.

Slide:

Set off an area of the classroom as the interior
of a Hopi pueblo. This can be built to size because
of the small area a pueblo ar.+,111,' overs. The
pueblo then can be used for a variety of simulated
Hopi activities or the area in which children can
be read to.
Ask what the children think it would
be like living in a pueblo this size.
rzi

Study pr
Filmstri
interi
of the

- 14 a

in Oraibi. Have children
ing$ out o which Hopi
on experience chart. Make
used in making our houses.
for similarities and
ures of Hopi houses. Ask:
r houses on the tops of
suppose they used adobe,
ms might there be for
on the top of mesas as the

Butterfield and Brown,
Morning Star, pp. 13-15.
James, A Day in Oraibi -A Hopi Indian Village.
Filmstrip:
"The Hopi Indians"
from series Indians of the
Southwest, Jam Handy.
lean, Little Thorn.

d parts of Little Thorn

adobe house.

Study prints: The Hopi Indians,
Smithsonian Institute and
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Tunis, Indians, p. 115.

See Appendix for adobehousebuilding directions.
ictures of the kinds of furnie use in our homes. Categorit of furniture could be ,put
gitlS to bring 'in
fUrniight also cut out pictures of
m magazines. These might be
board display labeled "Things
the interior of a Hopi home.
of own home.
Summarize by
tied "How Hopi Homes Ara the
Iopi Homes Are Diff _ent From

Rice, The Hopi, pp. 6-7.

Stirling, Indians of the
Americas, p. 117.
Slide:

classroom as the interior
is can be built to size because
ueblo ar-H,=11,, Jvers.
The
ed for a variety of simulated
e area in which children can
the children think it would
ueblo this size.

Pueblo Interior.

Study prints.

The Hopi Indians.

Filmstrip: Frames of pueblo
interior in Pueblo Indians
of the Southwest, McGraw-Hill.
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G.

In order to achieve their
purposes-families delegate
respcinsibilities and rights;
they assign certain role
behaviors to family members
on the basis of-age and sex.

S.

Categorizes data.

S.

Sets up hypotheses.

D.
.

Men and women, ch
assigned certain
Women's work ihcl
caring for chiidr
work includes fa
bility.for religi
making clothing.

S. :Gains information by listening.

A.

APPRECIATES AND RESPECTS THE
CULTURAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF
"OTHERS.

G.

All people have certain basic
drives, although they satisfy them differently.

.

Our families c.lf

both need food ar
]4

53

Hopi of this
juniper berri
raised beans
and their sta

- 15 -

Men and women, children and, grown-ups are
assigned certain roles in Hopi families.
Women's work includes grinding corn, cooking,
caring for children, weaving baskets. Men's
work includes farming, hunting, responsibility for religious ceremonies and rituals,
making clothing.

D.

.

Our families of today and the Hopi families
both need food and water.
Hopi of thiS:periddigathered pinonlauts,
juniper berries, and teSquites. They
raised'beanSi prickly pears, squabh:,
and their staple, maize.'

54
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26.

Ask children to draw pictures of the kinds of
work people in our families do. Be sure children make clear who is doing work. Go through
our pictures of.things.we need, tell who worked
to get each ox who uses.each. -Summarize data
in chart under headings_such.as.father, mother,
big brother, grandmother, etc.

Filmstr
of th
Puebi
Sout

-South
Jam H
Slides:

'Show pictures and film of Hopi at work.
(Basket weaving, threshing peppers, making
moccasins, gathering fuel) Have children
hypothesize from pictures and film concerning
which family members may be doing the work shown
Who does this kind of
in the materials. Ask:
work for us? i.e., who makes shoes, baskets,
etc.? Do family members do this or do we get
them somewhere else? Make a chart showing
guesses.

Tunis,
122,

Butterf
Star,

Fi

=rn

27.

Begin reading Little Hopi, up to p. 57.

Kennard

28.

Project film showing Hopi arts and crafts. Then
let children make pottery using clay.
It can
be made by the same rope method shown, later

'Filmstr
of So

Jam H

baked and 'painted.

Slides:
potte

Films
Mode
29.

Read lattle'Indian Basket Maker. Show slides of
Hopi basket making. Let chaaren make a basket.

30.

Lave children learn the "Hopi Planting Chant."

Clark,
Make
inst
Slides:

Never plants just one seed
Always plant four -The first for Your enemy,
The second for, the poor,

The ;third for th

prey upon the
Take for yoursel
The fourth seed'

- 16 Filmstrips:
Selected frames
of the Hopi at work from
Pueblo Indians of the
Southwest, McGraw-Hill and
-Southwest Indians"- Hopi,
Jam Handy.

of the kinds of
Be sure chit_
work. Go through
d, tell who worked
Summarize data
o.

as. father, mother,

.

Slicres: 'Hopi Indians at- Work.

i at work.
ppers, making
aye children
film concerning
oing the work shown
does this kind of
shoes, baskets,
his or do we get
chart showing

Tunis, Indians, pp. 118, 119,
122,-123,-126.
.

.

Butterfield_and BroWn, Morning
Star,Tp'.7

Peaceful Ones, Modern
Learning Aids.

Film':

Kennard, Little Hopi...

to p. 57.

FraMes 22727 of
Filmstrip:
of Southwest Indiana-- Hoe!,
aam Handy.

is and crafts. Then
ing clay. It can
hod shown, later

Slides: Hopi woman making
pottery.

Villages in the Sky,
Modern Learning Aids.

'Film:"

Clark, Little Indian Basket

Show slides of
ren make a basket.

ker.

Maker.... See gppendix for

TaTiactions.
.

.

Slides:. Hopi baL6et makers.
Planting Chant."
d

Thethird for the pests which'.
prey upon the field.
Take for yourself
The fourth seed's yield.
.

r r

2.

Understands concept of irrigation.
G.

Ran changes the character of
earth,

G.

Although family functions
vary from one society to
another, from one group
to another within the same
society, and over time a
number of functions' are of
importance in many families.

G.

In all societies people are
expected to behave in certain
ways and to believe that
certain-things are good and
certain things bad.

G.

Ways of living in families
are learned.

G.

In all societies-people are
expected to behave in certain
ways, and to believe that certain things are good or bad.

e.

The Uopi family,
was concerned abc
I.

Within the primary family
group, parents and other relatives direct expectations
organized into roles toward
the child. These role expectations are taught by both
positive and negative sanctions.

Children in

4

the' differenc
behavior.
2.

G.

The lack of ad
necessary to s
of sock or cia

The Hopi fend
in our societ
responsible f
children and
teach childre

2.

t of it:-

The lack of adequate rainfall makes it
necessary to store water in tanks made
of rock or clay for irrigation.

erecter of

ety to
group
the sane
time a
s are of
y families.
pepple are
e in certain
ve that
good and
d.
fermi lies

F.

people are
e in certain
ve that cer-

The Hopi family, like families 'in our society,
was concerned about socializing children.
1.

Children in both societies axe taught
the-difference between good and bad
behavior.

2.

The Hopi family differed from families
in our society in terms cf who was
responsible for punishing and rewarding
children and in the sanctions used to
teach children how to behave.

ood'or -bad.

y family
d other re.cpectations

oles toward
e role exught by both
ative sanctions.
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31.

32.

33.

Read A Day With Honau, pp. 8-31. Tell children to
listen for ideas on how Honau and his family get
food.
Record their responses.

James

Read A Day in Oraibi, pp. 6-9. Have children listen
for ideas on how Honau and his family get water.
Add data to above chart.

James
A H

Read Morning Star, pp. 44-45.
as above.

Butte

Follow same procedure

Ask: Would it be easy fdr you-to live and work in as
Hopi family? Why or why not? How do you suppose a

Hopi Indian child might like it if he had to suddenl;
change his ways and live as you do? Would he like
What might. he like about it? What might he dislike?
34.

.Show .a picture of a small boy in the U.S. doing sc.thing which children would agree he shouldn't do.
Ask: What do you think the father till do? Why d
you think he will punish the little boy? Do you
think the boy deserved to be punished?
Repeat the,same procedure using a girl instead.
In
the disOuSsionask'whether the punishment is any
different because a little girl. is involved this time.

A

PP.

Stz,

- 18

onau, pp. 8-31. Tell children to
on how Honau and his family get
it responses.

James, A Day With Honau,
A Hopi Indian Boy.

Have children listen
ibi, pp. 6-9.
donau and his family get water
chart.

James, A Day in Oraibi -A Hopi Indian Village,

,

pp. 44 -45.

Follow same procedure

pp. 6-9,

But
and Brown, Morning
Star, pp. 44-45.

easy tor you.to live and work in a
or why not? How do you suppose a
might like it if he had to suddenly
nd live as you do? Would he like 3.7.?
e about it? What might he dislike?
a small boy in the U.S. doing sorerenwould agree he shouldn't do.
think the father will do? Why dc)
punish-the little boy? Do you
erved to be punished?
rocedure using a girl instead.
In
k whether the punishment is any
a little girl is involved this time.

60
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S.

Gains information by listening.

a.

Hopi children w
other than thei
the mother's br

G.

Families differ as to the way
they are organized to carry out
their functions.

b.

Punishment som
spankings or o
Other types of
used.

c.

3.

61

Good behavior w
by mother or fa

Hopi children were
tain personal chara
try, cooperativenes
cheerfulness, polit
kindness, affection
and peacefulness or
taught to further
They were taught to
into disputes, and

- 19 -

a.

Hopi children were punished by someone
other than their father -- usually
the mother's brother.

b.

Punishment sometimes took the form of
spankings or other physical sanctions.
Other types of punishment were also
used.

c.

3.

Good behavior was usually rewarded
by mother or father.

Hopi children were taught to value cerindustain personal characteristics:
try, cooperativeness, thrift, honesty,
cheerfulness, politeness, sympathy,
kindness, affection for younger, children,
They were
and peacefulness or mildness.
taught to further the common good.

They were taught to avaaEiger, getting
into disputes, and violence.

62
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35.

All children are "bad" sometimes, although they
are usually "good." What is "good" or ".bad"
behavior? Do you suppose that some of you could
act out examples of "good" and "bad" ways of behaving? Let teams of two children dramatize what
they think is "good" or "bad" -- let rest of class
try to guess what they are acting out, what
punishments are likely to be. Make class booklet
of pictures showing "Things We Do That Are Good"
Save for use
and "Things We Do That Are Bad."
with other units.

36.

(Stop before the
Read Little Hopi, pp. 57-67.
What do you think the Uncle will
ending.) Ask:
do? Why do you think he will punish the little
Do you think the boy deserved to be
boy?
punished? Finish pp. '68 and 69.

63

Kennard, Little Hopi.

21 -

Gains information by list,:ninq.

APPRECIATES AND RESPECTS THE.
CULTURAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF OTHER
PEOPLES.

4.

Kachinas rewarded good behavior as well
as bad (at request of mother, father,
grandfather) with gifts of bows and
The Kachinas were used
arrows, dolls.
as a threat to children.

5.

Hopi children were taught appropriate

The kind and amount of conflict
permitted in the family.varies
from one culture to another.
In some cultures children are
not permitted to fight one another
and do not fight.

S.

Gains information by listening.

roles.

64

- 22 37.

Discuss with children again concepts of the Kiva,
second naming and its importance, role of the
Uncle as a disciplinarian. Then read sections
from Little Turtle, Morning Star or The Indian
Hav-4-aildren listen for ideas
and His Pueblo.
dealing with how a child becomes a "good" Hopi.

Bea

A
But
S
L.

Stu
38.

Show pictures of Kachina dance. Tell story of
Kachina (Hopi children are told that if they are
bad the Kachinas will eat them or carry them
away.). Make Kachina masks of paper bags.
Dramatize "good-reward and bad-whipping" behavior.

39.

Discuss use of Hopi tug of war. Ask children
if they can guess why this is happening. Explain
that this is one way Hopi settle arguments. They
do not resort to physical violence.

40.

How do we learn what is "good" or "bad?" Who
teaches us? Draw pictures of ways we learn how
(The phrase "ways we
we are supposed to behave.
learn" is used so that children may feel free
to refer to a number of sources -- perhaps
ministers, teachers, etc., -- besides mother and

Sli

Ric
See

Fil
L

father.)
41.

Read "Chukka's Hawk." Chukka did not want to do
"women's work." How did he know what was
"women's work,
"men's work?" Who do you think
taught him this?
Draw pictures of "men's work" or "women's work"
at your house. Categorize data under appropriate
headings.

Wh
a

- 22 -

again concepts of the Kiva,
importance, role of the
Then read sections
ian.
rnin Star or The Indian
c ildren listen for ideas
ild becomes a "good" Hopi.

Beatie, Little Turtle.
Appendix)

Butterfield and Brown, Morning
Star.
L.

& R. Floethe, The Indian and
His Pueblo.

Study prints:

Tell story of
ina dance.
n are told that if they are
eat them or carry them
masks of paper bags.
d and bad-whipping" behavior.

(In

Slides:

The Hopi Indians.

Kachina Dancers.

Rice, The Hopi.

See directions for making masks
in Appendix.

ug of war. Ask children
this is happening. Explain
Hopi settle arguments.
They
ical violence.

is "good" or "bad?" Who
tures of ways we learn how
have.

Peaceful Ones, Modern
Learning Aids.

Film:

(The phrase "ways 1.P:I

t children may feel free
of sources -- perhaps
etc., -- besides mother and
Chukka did not want to do
did he know what was
's work?" Who do you think

Whitmore, "Chukka's Hawk," Jack
and Jill, February, 1964.

's work" or "women's work"
gorize data under. appropriate

See background paper by Shirley
Holt.

66
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S.

Categorizes data.

S.

Tests hypotheses against data.

S.

Generalizes from data.

24 -

42.

Bring in a few pictures clipped from magazines
illustrating things children do and things grownups do in our families. Use as basis for bulletin
board. Ask children to bring in additional
pictures to illustrate concept.

43.

Read A Day With Poli. Ask: What sorts of things
did Poli have to do to help her mother? Why did
grandfather give Poli a present? Did Poli like
it? How will this make her behave in the future?
Do people sometimes give.you things for being
"good?"

James, A
Indian

44.

Read The Hopi Indian Butterfly Dance.
Ask:
How
did Pai and Tiyo learn what to do in the ceremony? Who taught them? Do things like this
ever happen to you? Where?

James, Th

Play the "Butterfly Dance" recording. How does
the music make you feel? Do you think it was
a sad or happy dance?
(Perhaps you might want
to let the children.move a little to the music,
imagining it is long, long ago and they are now
part of the village of Oraibi.)
Perhaps play some
other Hopi songs.

Recording
and Six
Chanter

45.

68

Dance.

- 24 -

es clipped from magazines
hildren do and things grownUse as basis for bulletin
s.
to bring in additional
e concept.
Ask: What sorts of things
o help her mother? Why did

James, A Day With Poli, A Hopi
Indian Girl.

a present? Did Poli like
ke her behave in the future?
ive.you things for being

Butterfly Dance.
Ask:
How
rn what to do in the cerem? Do things like this
Where?

James, The Hopi Indian Butterfly

ante" recording. How does
el? Do you think it was
(Perhaps you might want
ove a little to the music,
long ago and they are now
f Oraibi.)
Perhaps play some

Recording: Hopi Kachina Sons
and Six Other Songs by Hopi
Chanters, Folkways records.

Dance.
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Generalizes from data.

S.

Generalizes from data.

S.

Gains information by
studying pictures.
Has a sense of the

'Life among the libpa'h
in other ways hat'dha
A.

..passage of time.

(Differentiates between
past, present, and

The Hopi now uaua
technique learned
Hopi houses now h
etc'.

future.)
A.

ACCEPTS CHANGE AS INEVITABLE, AS A MEANS OF
ACHIEVING GOALS, BUT
DOES NOT EQUATE CHANGE
WITH PROGRESS.

70

B.

The Hopirdbed woo
metal hoes.

C.

The Hopi seldom
clothes at store

- 25 -

ata.

ata.

among. the-Hopi has changed in some ways and
in other ways hat''dhanged. very 'little.
A.

tween

The Hopi' noW' ueually makeadobe.brJcks, a
technique learned from the SPanish. Some
flopi.hoUses.now have electricity radio,
eta..

INS OP
UT
RANGE

B.

The Hopi used wooden tools,. but now Use
metal hoes.

C.

The Hopi seldom weave today--they buy
clothes at stores.

71
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46.

View the Chelmsford Instructional Television
pit:gram on Hopi music. Teach Children "Little
Prairie Dog" and "Rain Song."

Videota
Chelm
Telev

47.

Using symbols from background paper shown on
chart, have children "write" and then tell
a story of Hopi Indian life if they were there.

See App

48.

Try to get children to generalize about Hopi
family life by asking them to think of "What
can we say about Hopi families?" You will be
looking for generalizations such as "Hopi
children learn what is 'good' and 'bad' from
older people in their families, Hopi children
are punished if they misbehave',"' etc.

49.

Discuss and illustrate the Hopi calendar. Note
the way the seasons affect the activities of the
Relate to our calendar. Do we change
people.
our work each season? Our play? More or less
than the Hopi? Why?

See. App

50.

Show pictures of the Hopi of today. Ask children
to look for clues about how life may have changed
from the old days.

Use sr
125:

Rice,

7?

- 26 -

ructional Television
Teach children "Little
ong."

round paper shown on
ite" and then tell

Videotape: Hopi Songs,
Chelmsford.Instructional
Television.
See Appendix.

ife if they were. there.

eneralize about Hopi
em to think of "What
amilies?" You will be
ions such as "Hopi
'good' and 'bad' from
amilies, Hopi children

sbehaveY'etc.
the Hopi calendar. Note
ect the activities of the
Do we change
calendar.
Our play? More or less

See. Appendix.

pi of today. Ask children
how life may have changed

Use slides or: National Geographic,
125:
196-211, Feb., 1964.

Rice, Hopi, pp. 10-11.
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D.

Hopi children go to school today much as
other children do.

ing.

E.

Family life has also changed.

G.

Although the culture (way
of life) is always ci=anging,
certain parts or elements
may persist over long periods
of time.

F.

Some things have remained much the same.

S.

Tests hypotheses against data.

S.

Generalizes from data.

G.

Families in the same country
differ from one period to
another.

S.

Gains information by listen-

74
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Show film Indian Boy of the Southwest. Ask children to look for examples of how Hopi life has
changed.

52.
4,.

Read The Indian and His Pueblo. Ask children to
listen for all of the examples they can of
changes that have taken place in Hopi life. Also
read Little Flower Remembers.

53.

Summarize changes on chart entitled "The Hopi
Change Their Way of Living."

54,

Re-read The Indian and His Pueblo. Look this time
for examples of the "old ways" that are still
practiced by modern Hopis. Record on chart
entitled, "The Hopi Keep Some of the Old Ways of
Living." Display side by side.

55.

If time permits, class may do murals or dioramas
depicting the ideas expressed in #53 and #54 above.

56.

Refer to chart or audiotape recording made at
beginning of unit entitled "This is What We Think
Now." Look for points of agreement, errors, etc.
Make appropriate changes, label new chart "What
We Have Learned About the Hopi." Try to sum up
as many key ideas as possible, drawing them from
other charts, etc., completed duringunit.

73

Film:
west,
Cali

Floeth
Pueb
Scholl

Floeth
Pueb

- 28 oy of the Southwest. Ask chilxamples of how Hopi life has

Film:

d His Pueblo. Ask children to
the examples they can of
taken place in Hopi life. Also

Floethe, The Indian and His

Remembers.

Indian Boy of the Southwest, Film Associates of
California.
Pueblo.

Scholl, Little Flower Remembers.

on chart entitled "The Hopi
f Living."
and His Pueblo. Look this time
e "old ways" that are still
n Hopis.
Record on chart
i Keep Some of the Old Ways of
side by side.

Floethe, The Indian and His
Pueblo.

class may do murals or dioramas
as expressed in #53 and #54 above.
audiotape recording made at
entitled "This is What We Think
oints of agreement, errors, etc.
changes, label new chart "What
bout the Hopi." Try to sum up
as possible, drawing them from
., completed during-unit.

7@
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G.

Each society has a somewhat
different way of living in
families.

G.

Although family functions
vary from one society to
another, from one group to
another within the same
society, and over time, a
number of functions are of
importance in many families.

A.

APPRECIATES AND RESPECTS
THE CULTURAL CONTRIBUTIONS
OF OTHER PEOPLES.

30 -

Have children summarize differences and similarities
between Hopi family of long ago and their own families.
Also have children note ways they learned
Look for "many books, picabout Hopi then and now.
tures, stories, etc." All charts recording various
kinds of data should be kept as comparitive reference
materials for use in future units.

78
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57.

Conduct some of the following evaluative activities.
A.

Site Concepts
1.
2.

3.

Show pictures of various geographic regions. Have ch
area that Hopi might live, in.
Show pictures of various geographic features. Have c
plateau, canyon, and spring.
Present a list of words that describe a desert, region
animals, that live on the desert as well as words or p
other geographic features and areas. Ask children to
or phrases applicable to the site of the Hopi reserva
.

B.

Social Organization Concepts
Present a series of .stick figure drawings of people d
as weaving, cooking, disciplining children, raising c
to identify family member who assumes, that role in .th
father, uncle, child, etc.

C.

Culture Concepts
1.

2.

3.

Conduct a matching exercise of Hopi ceremonies and tr
This might be done through a lis
accepted functions.
cards with which the children are .asked to match a pi
identification with the function or reason for the ce
Present a list of goods such as pottery, baskets, clo
that the Hopi might trade or trade for. Have the chi
goods that the Hopi would trade and TF next to the-go
trade for.
Present a series of numbered, brief paragraphs relati
Hopi might encounter such as building a home, raisin
making pottery, and the like. Ask children to sort
variety of criteria such as:
a,
List the numbers of the paragraphs that tell abo
of the boys and girls that you know do too.
b.
List the numbers of the paragraphs that tell som
using materials that he finds nearby.
c.
List the numbers of the paragraphs that tell som
the Hopi is doing something.

79
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following evaluative activities.

res of various geographic regions. Have children identify desert
opi might live in.
res of various geographic features. Have children identify mesa,
anyon, and spring.
list of words that describe a desert region or nate Plants and
at live on the desert as well as words or phrases that relate to
raphic features and areas. Ask children to select these words
applicable to the site of the Hopi reservation.
ation Concepts
series of stick figure drawings of people "doing various tasks such
cooking, disciplining children, raising corn, etc. Ask children
y family member who assumes that role in the Hopi family: mother,
cle, child, etc.
,

matching exercise of Hopi ceremonies and traditions with their
unctions.
This might be done through a listing or through sort
which the.chi4dren are.askegl to.match a picture that_includes
tion with th function or reason for the ceremony Or traditiOn:list of
such as pottery, baskets, clothes, canned fOods, etc.
opi might trade or trade for.
Have the children write, T. before the
the Hopi would trade and TF-next to the- ogooda:.that the Hopi would
series .of numbered, brief paragraphs relating to experiences:the
encounter such as building a home, raising corn, going to'ichool,
tery, and the-like. Ask Children to sort these experiences by a
criteria such as:
he numbers of. the paragraphS:that teilabOUt some things.thit-Most
boys and girls that you know. do too.
he numbers Of 'the paragraphs that tell something the Hopi does
materials that he finds nearby,
e numbers of the paragraphs that-tell something about a."new" way
pi is doing something.
.

.
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Southwest Indians (Hopi), Jam Handy.

STUDY PRINTS

RECORDS

The Earth:
Burdett.

Hopi Kachina Songs and Other Hopi Chants,
Folkways/Scholastic Records.

The Ho i Indian
Affairs and t

Rhythms Today, Silver Burdett Records.

Map Symbols and
A. J. Nystrom

Hom

SLIDES - Hopi Indian Family Slides
VIDEOTAPES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Margaret, four year old Hopi girl
Indian woman
Kewaivema, seventy-five year old Hopi
man
Coyama, man in Indian band
Nuvanisa, middle-aged man
Baby on rabbit-fur blanket
Hopi infant on cradle board
Hopi child with brother
Hopi infant on cradle board
Grandmother with grandchild
Woman making piki at open hearth
Woman peeling sheets of piki
Hopi basket-maker
Woman weaving basket
Woman painting pottery
Woman firing pottery
Woman taking pottery from fire
Man weaving rug
Interior of Pueblo--Men weaving rug
Hopi Indian reservation school classroom
Hopi priest making doll
Kachina dancer
Clown Kachina showing how rain falls
and corn grows
Kachina dancer eating watermelon
Kachina eagle doll
Hopi dancers doing snake dance
Hopi rain dance
Ho i dancers carrying gifts

Hopi Songs, Che
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(Hopi), Jam Handy.

STUDY PRINTS
The Earth:
Burdett.

Home of People, Silver

and Other Hopi Chants,
tic Records.

The Hopi Indians, Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the Smithsonian Institute.

ver Burdett Records.

Map Symbols and Geographic Terms Charts,
A. J. Nystrom Company.

an Family Slides

VIDEOTAPES

year old Hopi girl
Hopi Songs, Chelmsford ETV.

enty-five year old Hopi
Indian band
,le-aged man

-fur blanket
cradle board
.h brother

cradle board
.th grandchild
)iki at open hearth
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Hopi Calendar -- based on religiour# ceremonies

November

The year's program is set by tie priests during
the December winter solstice gatherings, and'commences in
November with the Adults' Ceremony initiating many adults
into societies. This event is announced 16 days in
advance by the Crier who stands atop his maternal house
to make announcements.
December

1

The crier announces in advance that the Soyala
(winter solstice) ceremony will to e'place. Before the
9 day ceremony, the priests of the participating clans
?t
consecrate objects to be used, spin
tW4ne to make.bahos
(prayer offerings used in most ceremonies), and-cleanse
their heads in Yucca suds (made by crushing the roots
of the Yucca plant and stirring vigorously with water).
The bahos in this case represent
rain, lightening,
and are to insure germination and abundance of all living
and growing things. After the Ceremony the priests
throw food down to the people who Itry't0 catch it, a
rabbit feast is held, and the sun is "prayed back" towards.
The priests have never fdiled to turn back the
summer.
sun!

January

This is called the "play moon' as many games are
held.
Girls' dances, the Butterf y dance included,
Kachina dances, and games abound. Also, beans are secretly planted in the Chief Kiva and orn is secretly planted
in the Kachina Clan Mother's house.
February

,.1,41A-.....,,,

mr.A f1^ei.1-h9m

INn-Fica thi=

frilly

This is the Powamu ceremony. Nine days before the
nine-day ceremony begins, the sand mosaic of the sun is
made on the floor of the kiva and bahos are made as well
as food balls and other offerings. This is the preliminary Powalawu ceremony. Next, for-Powamu, food balls
and other offerings are given to runners who run out of
the village in the four direction! and deposit the offerings outside the village. Thee are to insure crops,
rain, growth, and to ward-off high winds and sand storms.
Meanwhile the Kachinas have been making gifts for the
children, but before they are dis ributed, the initiation
sand mosaic replaces the others, nd the Marau kiva
(women's kiva) is the place where the Ho Kachinds
4,.44-A-.4-,..

-

Cr)

"crook" figures in the mosaic -- tiey are coming up
through the "sipapu" the place, a small opening, that
represents the emergence from the earth of the first
Hopi people at the bottom of the Gand Canyon.) After
the flogging of the children, the po Kachinas are also
flogged, and the children may learb all the secrets of
the Kachina cult. The Hopi say that long ago an initiate told the secrets of the Kachlina cult, hence the
flogging was begun, to warn everyone. On the morning
of the 9th day the .Kachinas runoWnimut; the village giving
the children small presenti wit,h7,,O11..-bunches-Of the
January- planted bean plants. tied,,to than. -Later "mike
of the beans will be cooked- as part of a feast.`

March

,

'Juhe
dances

''called

pilgrimage to.the

ant,rain.'

at tbey will- --then have
iriccOse of

e,Xachinas rare

re ;-are -K6cliiila

fields)

es,which -Ci3iitinues

series of plantings.

Anyone who wishes it may.reguest a Water-Serpent
celebration. This is often connected with-healing
Corn stalks are propped up, dancesl,heldy-andthe torn
knocked down. The.serpents (inTt4eir wisdom) are asked
to intercede with the clouds in behalf of the corn.
April and May.
April, 15 begins the regulated
of 'cornfields, bean and melon-pat
(according to the location of the
16.
During the planting seasonand races; 'During this time if -.t
to whip, many youths, it is said
to compensate with producing abun
a drought, the clan chiefs make a
mountains.

June

Planting and Kachina activity' continues,-and'at the
time of the Summer solstice, the priests pray the sun
back again to insure the four seasons once again.
July,

The Village Crier announces,16 day
'..:..advance
that
it is time:t,o-,hold the Homer7going,,of
ceremony: the:
kiva impersonators of Ra9110@s?Who are =to datibe-havi been
practicin4 ttleir songqfor snore - t1
twomorithb.-The
Kachinas 'dance allTdayland,-is th y-start home.to the
mountains, everyone knows ~.hat th ..Kachinas ate-"taking
away everything bad and will not eturn to the village
until December.

August, September and October

1

On alternate years the Snake and Antelope ceremony
or. the Flute ceremony will be held. If it is the year
for the Flute ceremony, it may be held later'in the Fall
with the other two Women's societies. During the Flute,
Marau and Oagol ceremonies, women dance, sometimesFathers
dance, children often take part, and there is much
jesting and joking of clowns. The clowns mitid,and
Imitate many serious ceremonies but everyone finds them
amusing. The ceremonies, like most others, are for rain
and fertility of the corn and other crops.
:

Iti

The Sanke-Antelope ceremony is held at a date that
depends upon the condition of the crops.
It is hastened
if there is a drought, but is not held too early in
August as this would mean an early freeze. Both Snake
- and Antelope groups make bahos an prayer offerings to
end the late summer drought and s cure rain, the offer ings are placed in the four direr ions outside the
village. Snakes are'gathered eacI dayas they are not
always plentiful. They are broll5 t in to the village
in snake bags and placed under-an inverted jar. On the
eighth day there is a special rac , and there is also a
cornstalk contest. On the ninth ay the snakes are
ritually cleansed twice in Yuccas suds.. Oraibi dancers
-hold the-snakes in their mouths just in bacle'df,the head,
moving the body back and forth with their hands. (They
treat...the snakes as brothers, snakes having come from
the holes in the earth as the firft Hopi were believed
to have done-- handle them with co fidence, and if a
snake coils'to strike; he is brus ed-at with a feathery
snake whip -- not whipped -- untii he uncoils.) After
the dance, the snakes are sprinkl d with-sacred corn
meal, and runners carry them by hand -fulls out in
the four directions to the desert to be released.

Harvesting activities, feasts, and preparations for
winter occupy the Fall time. Many foods are dried, and
this is the time ttrmake the turkey- feather blankets
that the Hopi prize, for their warmth.

Adobe House
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large box if only making one as a 'class project.
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A card-

Must have the

modern house pui'.in a regular door:- and windows.

Kachina Dolls

These may be made from plastic bottles.

,:..

..,-

the bottle'is-painted

shape of those like a liquid Lux c r Dove bott/es
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board mask is made for the head.
and decorations atted::.
Kachina-Masks,.
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weaving -.7;
After a strip i4 twisted start
a rope-:like line.
as strips
bottom and crtinue upwards
in and out around the
first strip to
basket. Staple the
fill in the side of the
for children.'
make an easier start
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LITTLE TURTLE*

by Bernadine Beatie

Little Turtle's heart was heavy; He sat on the flat
'roof.: of his home and stared at the cluSter of adobe houses
'Making.up the village'of his people
Strings of .fat Odiipers, used in Hopi Indian cooking,hung over the brdiin
walls and shone red in, the, sunlight.

From the house behind Little. Tlirtle came the soft
crooning of the mother of his-grandmother.

"Ay--ayl" murmured Little Turtle; He tried hard'to
drive the bad thoughts from his mind. He was thinking.
of the stern Matoola'who was chosen tó- be his godfather.
A good Hopi did'not think ill of any man. More than anything, Little Turtle wanted to be a good Hopi.

.

r

Little Turtle was only ten, but'he' had listened to
hii elders in ,the kivas, the ceremonial chambers, and
remembered his lessons. He had been taught...to card iha:
spin wool.
He had learned theritualsand all the chahts
of his people. Most important, he had'learned,thatl to
be a good Hopi, he must think .good' thoughts and always
wish well for all'Meh%

.

,!1/1,y,--ay!"
he groaned again. /t waS,sg.,hard to
thinkwell.of Matoola. Matoola had been very' angry
last night when Little Turtle had arrived late at the

kiva.

while you tell them stories.Peih4Ps we should call

"Ypu are well-named," Matoola bad said, Sternly.'
Perhaph5ou do not deserve a new name.
I have seen
your friends, Swift Arrow and Black. Hawk', help with you*

you 'Ow Turtle' at 'your_;. second naming."

and. Jill'4August, 1962,

pp.

Little Turtle hung hishead.' He wanted to tell Matoola that he was late becagse he had been grinding corn
for the mother of his grandmother, but he feared Matoola
would not believe him. It was true thatvhertpften
his friends to do-his work while'h; told 4 0ies.
Some
day he hoped to put all his, storier in'a big book like
the ones at the Overnment- school
*Reprinted from Jack

C)
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"You are a dreamer and a teller of tales!" Matoola
said.
"That does not get the corn planted or the fruit
harvested. From now on, you must do your own work1" Ah,
Matoola Was a hard mantoLplease.

It would not be long until Little Turtle's second
naming. As with 'all :the children of the Hopis, Little
Turtle had been presented to'.the sun and given: his first
name soon after his birth. :'But it would'be Matoola who
would gives him his second flame,

Little Turtle sighed. He would-die-of shame if
Matoola did not give hi a proud andgood name. From
now on, he must accomplish all the tasks assigned to
him... If. the Kachina Society, their religious group,
decreed a punishment for him, the same punishment would
be dealt Ito Matoola.

,Just then the mother of Little Turtle's grandmother
hobbled out of her house.
"Greetings, Little Turtle,"
she said.

"Greetings; °Id One," Little Turtle smiled, forgetting
his unhappiness. Ile loved' the -Old One. She was. -so
gentle and wise and a fine teller of tales.

"Will you see that no one enters my home while I
visit with your,mother?" the old woman asked.
saw I had not yet ground my corn; it would bring me
shame!"

.,

"Yes, Old One," Little Turtle'e eyet twinkled.
"I
am sure, though, that you are dreaming.
Surely you
ground your meal while the sun was still high."

"Perhaps I did.
'Old
I am old and forgetful!.'"
One% chuckled and laid her hand on Little Turtle's black
hair, which was cut just below his ears.

Little Turtle scampered across the robe to the Old
One's neat little home.
grinned when he sauf.the-corn
spread out, waiting to be ground. The coarse, medium and
fine Metates (flat grinding' gtories) lay beside the corn.
He took .the,,coarse metate and'started working'indUstriously.

Just :as Little-Turtle finished the last-grindIng
with the fine-metate,a shadOW 1'611-across the doorway.
There stood Matoola, looking thoughtfully at him.

"So this is why you were late to the kiva!" Matoola
exclaimed.
"You do a woman's work instead of your own."

Little Turtle wanted to explain that this was a game
he played with the-old woman. It saved her the shame of
asking for help how that her arms were too weak to grind
her corn.. But Matoola would not understand; he did not
believe in games.

"Takecare, :Little Turtle, to fill your basketb tomorrow at the time of the apricot gatheringi" Matoola
growled.
"I will know if your friends do your work for
you,"

Just then the Old One brushed past Matoola. "Ah,"
she chuckled when she saw the ground corn. "'Lou were
right, Little Turtle. I did grind my corn -- I had forgotten."

She turned to Matoola, but he had gone.
"'A Mari' of
little laughter, that Matoola, but he is ,.a good man and
a fair one," she added.

Little Turtle nodded sadly. Again he had displeased
Matoola.
He would probably have to go through life saddled with the name "Slow Turtle."

The next morning Little Turtle was up before daylight.
He hung large baskets on his father's burrbw
and called to his friends, Swift Arrow and Black Hawk.

"He is early so that Matoola will not call him a
slow turtle." Swift Arrow's black eyes danced.

Little Turtle laughed. Be was happy today. He
would fill his baskets so very quickly that even'Matoola
would be pleased.

On their way to the orchards, they passed several
other Hopi villages. At the last village, a. frightened
woman called to them.

"What is wrong?" Little Turtle asked.

"My small girl-child is lost in the desert. Our: men
are far away, tending their crops.
fear for my child's
safety!" the young mother sobbed. This Hopi mother was
one of his own kinsmen.
Little Turtle knew he must remain to help her.

" I will search for the girl-child," Little Turtle
spoke gravely.

Swift Arrow and Black'Hawk who were of another Indian
clan, understood and nodded agreement.
"We will fill
your baskets for you from your father's trees,"'SWift
Arrow said.
"We will try to spare you Matoola's anger!"

Little Turtle shook his head.
"Matoola would know.
He has the eyes of an eagle. I must help find the child,
then I will meet you at the orchards."

.

Aftc.r little Turtle tied his burrow to a tree, he
fllo ed ti.e mother to her home. There he studied the
tust Ind3 he' found prints of small bare feet. He.
oll)wed '_hem far out on the flat rocky surface of the
TI-e sun was high and hot.
nes

Fear closed about the heart of Little Turtle. Witholt water, the small child could not long survive the
heat of the desert.
He
squatted
until he was no taller
'flan a child of three.
In the distance, he saw what
,00ked like a shimmering city; gleaming white against
the cloudless blue sky.

Little. Turtle knew it was only a mirage, but he
thought the child might have followed it. He sped forward. Ahead of him, he saw three large black birds
circling above a giant cactus plant. He ran toward it.
A small girl-child sat in the shade of thb cactus, cooing
at the great birds as they wheeled oVerhead.

.

"Ah, small one." Little Turtle sank to his knees
beside the child.
"You have frightened your mother.
,,
Come, we will go home."
.

"I'm thirsty," the child sighed.

Little Turtl, gave her little. sips of water from
his jug. Looking into her laughihg face,' he'Could'not
be angry at her for making him late to'the'apricot'
gathering.

Back'at the-Hopi'village, the child's mother ran
rejoicing to meet them:- "YOU. are'wise and-strong. The
people of your village-shall-know you are already a
man,".his kinswoman exclaimed.
"CoMe, I haVeprepared
food for you."

c")
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Little Turtle longed to be on his way, but he knew
he would hurt the mother if he refused the food. So he
sat in the shade and ate chukuviki, small pointed leaves
steamed in corn husks. They were good, and he was very
hungry.

"Ha!" a loud voice thundered. "You tarry to feast,
while your friends work!" Little Turtle jumped to his
feet and-looked into the angry eyes of Matoola.

"I go now," answered Little Turtle. Gravely, he
thanked his kinswoman. He felt Matoola watching him as
he took the road to the orchard.

.

Little Turtle met his friends on their way home,
their baskets filled with fruit. He stopped only long
enough to tell them he had found the child. There was
an ache in Little Turtle's heart as he picked the fruit,
for his thoughts of Matoola were not kind thoughts.

It was almost dark when Little
Turtle
finally
started
home. A tall figure was waiting for him on the road.
It
was Matoola. Little Turtle longed to slink back into
the orchard and wait until Matoola was gone. He could
not, for that would be an act of fear.

"Ah, you have selected fine fruit, Little Turtle,"
Matoola said in his strange soft voice.

"Yes, Matoola, the fruit is firm and sweet this
year," Little Turtle answered, trying to keep his voice
from trembling.

"It is good to have such a fine harvest," Matoola
said, "but there is one thing better. Having a good
heart is better. Sometimes, Little Turtle, I forget
that.
I grow old. I think too much of the needs of the
body and forget a good heart."

Little Turtle was surprised to hear.Matoola speak
so kindly.

"But you, Little Turtle," Matoola continued, "you
know the needs of the heart. You save the pride of the
Old One when you grind her corn. Today you risked my,
anger to find a lost child. At the time of your second
naming, I shall ask that you be named 'Good Heart.'"

A great joy exploded in Little Turtle for he knew
to have a good heart is the greatest of all honors.
"Thank you, Matoola," he said. He was no longer afraid.
He reached up and placed his hand in Matoolait.-

Little Flower promised, and tried not to let the
tears come as'she climbed down the ladder of her pueblo
and ran to go with her parents. Grandfather was a medicine man. He knew many stories about the Hopi and
the way they had always lived, He knew when to plant
-corn and how to pray to the Spirits. Little. Flower
would. miss her"Grandfather. 'Shewished he would move
to the village with her parent; bin; she knew he would_
never.leave!the old home where Hopi had always lived.

,

A week passed, and Little 11:6Wer'S family was settled in their new.hom6:. This hou'Se was not so different from the old= one up Oil the `mesa'.
It was made of
adobe bricks,,aridliada .1rge-fotim and a smaller room
for storing food. It had a new radio and a new electric
stove,-although Little-Flower's Mother still made piki.
on a ,flatstdve.in the;o1d Way. 'But when Little Flower
Lstoodwin the doorway she'lOoked down a small dirt road
where ,cars sometimes went.. And she could see a small ;.
_store and.the new 'chdol that she already loved.

Far away in the-distance Little Flower could see_
She knew that Grandthe mesa where her old 'home was

father was still :there; helping other'Hopi'families-,

Suddenly Little Flocier remembeked aboOt this day._ It
was feather-Iplanting. day. Grandfather would be tying
the tallest, finest eagle feathers to the brightly
colored prayer sticks. He had said that the eagle feather would fly" to the Spirits, tip as the eagle file's in the
sky, carrying the Hopi prayer to the Spirits. But what
could Little Flower do? Her kind Grandfather was far.
away. He could not bring her.eagle feathers and .help
her plant them. He was a medicine man but his granddaughter could do nothing about feather-planting day.

Sadly Little Flower turned back into the house.
She heard the soft voices of her. Mother and he-r-nThen Little
teacher who had 'come to visit on this day.
It was the teacher's hat. She
Flower saw something.
had laid it by the door way when she came in. There was
a fine feather right in the hat! But the teacher was

Little Flower's Mother

LITTLE FLOWER REMEMBERS

by M. Scholl
It was time to say "Good-by."
and Father were waiting.

,

"Little Flower," Grandfather was saying, "you will
learn many new things in the village and in the school.
This is good. But, my child, as you learn these things,
remember the Hopi way."

Little Flower promised, and tried not to let the
tears come as 'she climbed down the ladder of her pueblo
and ran to go with her parents. Grandfather was a medicine man. He knew many stories about the Hopi and
the way they had always lived, He knew when to plant
corn and how to pray to the Spirits. Little. Flower.
Itiould: miss her"Grandfather. "She-'wished he would move
to the village with her parents, `-but. she knew he wouldnever -leave the old home where' Hopi had always lived.

A week passed, and Little Fl6wek's family was set-

tled in their new home:' 'his house was not so different from the o] :one up!Ofi the mesa'.' It was made of
adobe bricks,,atidliads'a liirge=t.6om and a smaller room

.

for storing food. It had a new radio and a new electric
,stove,,althoUgh Little:Flawer's Mother still made piki.
on a ,flat',-,stdve*in the'-ola t:/ay.
But when Little Flower
istooal,in the doorway she looked down a small dirt road
where .carssometimes went: And she could see a small,
store and.the new School that she already loved.

Far away in the distance Little Flower could see_

just getting ready to leave. She had other homes to
visit. She smiled at Little Flower as she came to the
door, put on her hat and started to walk down the road.
Quickly Little Feather ran after her teacher.

"I need a featiler, techer.,_a firt-c-ather like
that," Little Flower said, shyly,'as she caught up with
her teacher.

"Why, What for?" the teacher asked. 'Why' do you
need my feather?"

Little' Flower would not tell why she needed it, but
the teacher looked down' and saw the small face-that looked
as if it were trying not to cry: The teacher smiled at
She took off her hat, and soon Little
Little Flower.
Flower was running home again; with the beaUtiful feather
in her hand. Little Flower found a colored prayer stick.
She tied the feather to the stick with a Cdlored string.
Swiftly she 'ran out again into the desert behind het
new home. *.At the tope of a-small hill nearby, she knelt
to plant her beautiful prayer% stick. Softly she whispered her prayer-wish to it:

-

"Winterlenows sleep!
GroWing time, come soon,
That'I may go OnCe again
To visit with my Grandfather."

Little Flower was happy. The Spirits above would hear
her prayer-Wish. Ahd when she visited again in the
home on the Mesa, shedouid tell her Grandfather that
she had reMembered the Hopi way.

